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The electric bicycle has became one of the main vehicles for people because of its 
characteristic of greens environmental protection, convenient , inexpensive, and so on. 
It is also a serious problem that the electric bicycle often stole without management 
system. At the same time, because of electric bicycle out of been managed, some 
trouble things came such as hard to break the case, hard to catch a thief, hard to return 
the electric bicycle which stole. Now there are no good ideas to solve this problem. To 
protect the lawful rights and property of electric bicycle user and reduce stole case, it 
is very important that some method must be done such as setting up the system of 
register of the electric bicycle, clearing up the management blind spot, trying to crack 
the criminal case. 
  This thesis is focus on how to set up the electric bicycle register and management 
information system. This system is based on the computer information technologies 
and network techniques, It consist of management, reports statistics, information 
comparison. The system which used B/S type and SQL Sever 2005 as The 
background database is build by ASP.NET. Firstly, this thesis is simple introduced 
why need this system and how to design it, Then it showed the function of this system  
and steps to design it. Finally, this thesis is detailed introduced login module, inquire 
about the electric bicycle, dealer information inquire and how to realize this system. 
After testing and analysis, It show that the electric bicycle register and management 
information system is steadily, reliably and valuably. 
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表 2-1  现有电动自行车的防盗方式说明表 
类别 具体应用 防盗原理 缺点 
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